Fitch Gas R ef o rm er Catalyst

I mprov es Comb ustion, I ncreases E fficiency, R educes Gas Consumption and
E missions for any Application using Natural Gas or LPG (Propane)

www.FitchFuelCat.com

info@FitchFuelCat.com

(888) 348-2482

Overview
Reformulates natural gas, shale gas, coke gas and propane
XX
No maintenance and moving parts
XX
Achieves a more homogeneous temperature
XX
XX
Increases equipment efficiency
XX
Obtains excellent results with low methane concentration gas
Increases heat output with same amount of gas
XX
Reduces calcification deposits and "hot spots"
XX
XX
Reduces Greenhouse Emissions
Simple installation options: (direct weld, flanged or bypass)
XX
Guaranteed fuel savings of at least 2 percent
XX
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Application Range
The FHD-NG series is used in a variety of industrial applications that utilize
as primary fuel source natural gas, shale gas, coke gas or lpg (propane).
Power Generation
The versatility of our technology
allows us to work with steam
burners, boilers, furnaces, turbines
and/or generators.

Industrial
The design and functionality allows
our gas reformer catalyst to be used
in dryers, boilers, furnaces, chillers
and any application suitable for
industrial needs that uses natural
gas or lpg.

Our unique technology is versatile in various industrial applications.
For additional questions about our reformer catalyst, please contact us.
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Operating Principle
Natural gas usually contains a number of different molecules and some
microorganisms . The nature of any batch of gas is based on the source and can
contain methane , ethane , propane , butane , water and others elements . The
concentration of each has bearing on the BTU output.
The Fitch Gas Reformer Catalyst induces reactions in the gas at or near the point of
use and is easily incorporated into a heating system . This catalyst is novel in that it
induces reactions in gas at temperatures far below where petroleum catalysts have
historically been known to function.
The reactions the catalyst induces are beneﬁcial and when placed in gas lines
increase combustion efﬁciency while reducing emissions.The results occur because
saturated hydrocarbons are reformed and often resuscitated to organic structures
that combust fully.
The Fitch Gas Reformer Catalyst promotes removal of Hydrogen and induces
formation of unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules . It increases the concentration of
acyclic hydrocarbons such as Methane , Ethane , Propane and Butane . It also
induces oxygenation of certain hydrocarbons to form oxygenate , such as Ethanol or
Methanol, thus increasing NG’s heating/energy value.
The Gas Reformer enhances oxidation of hydrocarbon molecules which is
better for combustion.
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Technical Specifications

XX
Schedule 40 carbon steel for HO-50 to FHD-180
Nipple diameters 3/8”, 3/4”, 2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 12” and 14”
XX
XX
Available NPT or straight for welding with or without ﬂange
Designed to withstand 350 PSI/24 Bar
XX
XX
Maximum pressure at 300°F/148°C
XX
∆P (Delta P) pressure drop up to 1.5psi
XX
20,000 operating hours design
XX
Product is made to customer speciﬁcation
XX
Acrylic yellow paint
Smaller & larger units available
XX
X
X
X

FHD-25
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Flo w

Cap ab ilities p er M o d el
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Catalyst Dim en sio n s p er M o d el
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Installation Instructions Example

ﬁ

Installations — Take all necessary precautions relitive to installing on gas red system. Locate a
suitable location in the gas line supply line, before the regulator valve and after the filter.
Always install the Fitch with an optional bypass valve to allow for cleaning/replacement. For gas
installations a bypass is not required, but highly recomended.
1. Clean the boiler then establish a baseline. Measure the exhaust gas c omposition and combustion
efﬁciency and ensure the system is functioning to the boiler manufacturer’ s recommendation
before installing or engaging gas ﬂow through the Fitch Gas Reformer.
2. Install the Fitch Gas Reformer at the selected location in compliance with building /
piping codes.
3. Once installed, check for leaks and let the boiler run at 100 percent for approx. 48 hours
and take new exhaust gas and combustion efﬁciency measurements.
Typical Performance Indicators we track
I)
Stack Temperature
II)
O2
III) CO
IV) CO2
V)
NOx
VI) O2
VII) Excess Air
VIII) Efﬁciency
IX) Steam Pressure
X)
Fuel Flow
Typical Observations
I)
Excess Air may change
II)
Stack Temperature may change
III) All gases may change
IV) Steam Pressure may increase
V)
Flame color may change
4. After at least 120 Hours or 1 week in operation, make the necessary adjustments to bring the
boiler to manufacturer’s recomendation and maximum combustion efﬁciency.
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Installation Instructions Example cont.
Typical Adjustments
ﬂ

ﬂ

II)
III)
IV)

For pressure systems reduce pump pressure and the nozzle size to reduce gas ow and stack
temperature.
For air atomizing systems adjust modulation to reduce gas ow and stack temperature.
Adjust for optimal stack temp, minimal soot and minimal CO.
Change air ow to optimum excess air.
ﬂ

I)

Typical for Commercial Boiler applications
5. Take a new exhaust gas and combustion efﬁciency measurement.
6. Make the necessary adjustments to bring the boiler to manufacturer’s recommended reading.
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R esults frro m

P ilo t o n a B & W

7 5 MM BTU Boiler

Implementation Fitch Gas Reformer
Greensboro, NC USA - May 2019
Babcock and Wilcox Boiler 75MM BTU
Catalyst used FHD15-6-4 NG

Fitch Fuel Catalyst installed in Boiler on May, 2019.
Before Installation
Plant was not able to turn boiler down below 10,000 lbs. per/hour of steam flow, due to the
amount of excess air that was required to burn clean and not emit high levels of CO (carbon
monoxide).
At 15 percent excess air was required between minimum fire and up to 30 percent of the
boiler capacity.
Boiler efficiency ranged between 72–74 percent efficiency at lower ranges.
After installation
We performed the boiler combustion testing and we were able to reduce excess air to 9
percent set point on minimum fire with no measurable amounts of CO. The required excess air
is now reduced as the boiler firing rate has increased with a low of 2.7 percent excess air being
required at the higher firing rates . Boiler efficiency in the lower firing rates is now at 80 -82
percent and as high as 87 percent on the high firing rates.
ROI was achieved in lees than 8 months.
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Sample Implementations & R ef eren ces

- Chemical Plant
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-

Shellmax 4 TPH Boiler
Oilon Burner
3.2 percent gas savings
96 percent CO reduction

-

Commercial Heating Site
Buderus Logano G215 Boiler
Giersh RG1 Burner
11.4 percent gas savings
90 percent CO reduction

-

Tire Manufacturing Plant
S1200 & 2000 Djuro Djakovi Boilers
Weishaupt R-JMS Burner
6.2 percent gas savings
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Sample Customers

Be apart of a selective group of companies that are business leaders not
business followers and get “competitive edge” by implementing our technology
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